nature neuroscience B r i e f c o m m u n i c at i o n s Brain representations of space are encoded by pyramidal cell assemblies in the hippocampus during active behavior [1] [2] [3] . However new representations, such as those formed during exploration of novel environments or learning of new goal locations, are initially labile and therefore require stabilization to persist as memories [4] [5] [6] . Pharmacological studies have implicated the neurotransmitter dopamine in the stability of hippocampus-dependent memory. Blockade of D1/D5 dopaminergic receptors during spatial learning impairs memory persistence 7 , whereas blockade during exploration of novel environments curtails the stability of new spatial maps 8 and prevents novelty-facilitated synaptic plasticity 9 . However the contribution of dopamine to hippocampal neuronal dynamics associated with memory persistence remains to be identified 10 . In the hippocampus, memory stabilization is thought to be supported by 'sleep reactivation' , whereby assembly firing patterns expressed during exploration are reactivated in subsequent sleep/rest periods during sharp wave/ripple (SWR, 135-250 Hz) oscillatory events 11, 12 . Indeed, electrical disruption of SWRs after learning impairs spatial memory 13 . We tested whether activation of midbrain dopaminergic neurons during spatial exploration and learning enhances reactivation of newly encoded hippocampal representations and improves memory performance.
B r i e f c o m m u n i c at i o n s
Brain representations of space are encoded by pyramidal cell assemblies in the hippocampus during active behavior [1] [2] [3] . However new representations, such as those formed during exploration of novel environments or learning of new goal locations, are initially labile and therefore require stabilization to persist as memories [4] [5] [6] . Pharmacological studies have implicated the neurotransmitter dopamine in the stability of hippocampus-dependent memory. Blockade of D1/D5 dopaminergic receptors during spatial learning impairs memory persistence 7 , whereas blockade during exploration of novel environments curtails the stability of new spatial maps 8 and prevents novelty-facilitated synaptic plasticity 9 . However the contribution of dopamine to hippocampal neuronal dynamics associated with memory persistence remains to be identified 10 . In the hippocampus, memory stabilization is thought to be supported by 'sleep reactivation' , whereby assembly firing patterns expressed during exploration are reactivated in subsequent sleep/rest periods during sharp wave/ripple (SWR, 135-250 Hz) oscillatory events 11, 12 . Indeed, electrical disruption of SWRs after learning impairs spatial memory 13 . We tested whether activation of midbrain dopaminergic neurons during spatial exploration and learning enhances reactivation of newly encoded hippocampal representations and improves memory performance.
To identify and control the activity of midbrain neurons expressing the dopamine transporter (DAT), we injected a Cre-inducible viral construct encoding Channelrhodopsin-2 fused to enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (ChR2-eYFP) 14 into the ventral tegmental area (VTA) of DAT-IRES-Cre +/− mice (Fig. 1a) . In these DAT VTA øChR2-eYFP mice, 98.6 ± 0.4% of ChR2-expressing VTA neurons coexpressed tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), demonstrating a highly specific targeting of dopaminergic neurons, with 76 ± 7% of TH-immunopositive neurons coexpressing ChR2-eYFP (n = 4 mice; Fig. 1b) . In addition to their presence in other brain areas, such as the striatum, axons coexpressing ChR2-eYFP and TH were found extending along the antero-posterior axis of the CA1 region of dorsal hippocampus (dCA1) with collaterals in the strata radiatum, pyramidale and oriens (Fig. 1c,d) . Consistent with earlier reports, these data highlight the structural substrate by which midbrain-derived dopamine could modulate hippocampal dynamics 10, 15 .
To determine whether the activity of dopaminergic neurons affects dCA1 pyramidal cell assemblies, we combined in vivo multichannel recordings with photostimulation in eight DAT VTA øChR2-eYFP mice and two DAT VTA øeYFP control mice exploring novel open field environments (n = 1,363 dCA1 pyramidal neurons yielding 25,510 cell pairs; Supplementary Table 1) . Photostimulation was targeted at either dopaminergic neurons in the VTA (VTA-ON configuration) or directly at their axons in dCA1 (dCA1-ON; Fig. 1a ). Mice also explored familiar and novel environments without photostimulation to provide a baseline to assess changes in network activity. In these non-photostimulated sessions, we found that the firing rate of VTA neurons (n = 157) increased in novel environments compared with the familiar ones (novelty-induced rate change = 0.56 ± 0.14 Hz, t 156 = 3.88, P = 0.00016, paired t test; Fig. 1e,f and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). This VTA firing response to spatial novelty, which might be partially informed by hippocampal spatio-contextual inputs 10, 16 , resulted in a higher fraction of action potentials discharged in bursts (interspike interval < 50 ms; novelty-induced burst ratio change = 0.31 ± 0.07, t 156 = 4.31, P = 2.9 × 10 −5 , paired t test), a potentially suitable signal to in turn modulate hippocampal dynamics. In addition, we confirmed that firing associations between dCA1 pyramidal cells reorganized to represent each environment 2, 4, 5, 17 (Supplementary Fig. 2a) .
To measure SWR reactivation, we recorded sleep/immobility rest sessions after each exploration. We found that VTA-ON and dCA1-ON burst-mode photostimulation (Fig. 2a) during exploration of novel environments enhanced the subsequent reactivation of hippocampal waking firing patterns (Fig. 2b) without altering exploratory behavior or the arousal state in rest (Supplementary Figs. 3a-c and 4) . Reactivation was measured by comparing the tendency of pyramidal cell pairs to co-fire in cycles of theta oscillations (5-12 Hz) during active exploration (theta co-firing; Supplementary Fig. 3d-g ) with their tendency to co-fire in SWR events during following rest (SWR co-firing) 6, 17 . For all conditions, reactivation strength (the correlation of the waking theta co-firing patterns with subsequent rest SWR co-firing patterns) was higher than in a baseline comparison with SWR patterns from the initial rest before all exploration (all P < 0.0001; Fig. 2b and Supplementary Table 2) . Moreover, hippocampal patterns representing novel environments were more strongly reactivated in post-exploration SWRs than the old, well-established ones mapping the familiar environment (z = 4.79, P = 1.7 × 10 −6 ; Fig. 2b and Supplementary Table 3 ). This is consistent with the hypothesis that SWR reactivation supports the consolidation of newly formed neuronal assemblies 17 . Notably, we found that burst-mode We found that optogenetic burst stimulation of hippocampal dopaminergic fibers from midbrain neurons in mice exploring novel environments enhanced the reactivation of pyramidal cell assemblies during subsequent sleep/rest. When applied during spatial learning of new goal locations, dopaminergic photostimulation improved the later recall of neural representations of space and stabilized memory performance. These findings reveal that midbrain dopaminergic neurons promote hippocampal network dynamics associated with memory persistence.
nature neuroscience VOLUME 17 | NUMBER 12 | DECEMBER 2014 1 6 5 9 B r i e f c o m m u n i c at i o n s photoactivation of dopaminergic neurons enhanced hippocampal reactivation further (VTA-ON: z = 2.53, P = 0.011; dCA1-ON: z = 6.52, P = 7.2 × 10 −11 ; Fig. 2b ) without altering the mean firing rate, spatial tuning or cross-environment reorganization of pyramidal assemblies (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Neither the mean firing rate nor the proportion of spiking pyramidal cells during SWRs were changed ( Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). Enhanced reactivation therefore represents an increased similarity of the SWRs assembly patterns to the previous waking ones. Such enhanced reactivation was blocked by the D1/D5 antagonist SCH23390 when it was injected before exploration and was not observed in control mice transfected with a construct coding for eYFP only ( Fig. 2b and  Supplementary Table 3) . Furthermore, tonic-mode stimulation consisting of the same number of light pulses (now equally spaced) produced only a weak trend of increased reactivation (z = 1.94, P = 0.052; Fig. 2b) . Collectively these data demonstrate that burst-mode activation of dopaminergic neurons increases hippocampal reactivation in a D1/D5 receptor-dependent manner.
We next tested whether dopamine-enhanced reactivation was associated with the strengthening of new spatial memories, as expressed by the reinstatement of newly learned representations alongside stable behavioral performance. We performed bilateral dCA1-ON burst-mode photostimulation with dCA1 recording in four DAT VTA øChR2-eYFP mice (560 dCA1 pyramidal cells yielding 12,072 cell pairs; Supplementary Table 1) trained to a hippocampus-dependent learning task on a crossword-like maze ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). On each day, mice first explored the maze without barriers (pre-learning) to provide a baseline to assess learning-related changes in network activity. Then, for the 'learning' stage, two start boxes were selected and a food reward was introduced together with a new arrangement of barriers so that only one path from each start box led to the reward location. Mice had 20 trials to learn the new configuration and find the reward.
Behavioral performance gradually improved with learning trials, as measured by a shortening of distance traveled from start box to reward in each trial (Fig. 3a,b) . Notably, photostimulation during learning prevented the degradation of memory performance in a probe test held 1 h later (t 23 = 4.99, P = 4.8 × 10 −5 , t test; Fig. 3b) , despite not affecting learning performance (F 19, 405 = 0.40, P = 0.99, ANOVA; Fig. 3b) . The reorganization of hippocampal spatial maps between the pre-learning and the learning periods was also unaffected by photostimulation (Fig. 3c,d and Supplementary Fig. 7) . However, the reinstatement of the newly learned spatial maps in the probe test was promoted following activation of dCA1 dopaminergic axons (z = 5.90, P = 3.6 × 10 −9 ; Fig. 3d ), a phenomenon associated with memory recall 6 . The persistence of memories was associated with the strength of hippocampal reactivation. Hippocampal firing patterns expressed during learning were more strongly reactivated in Hz. DG, dentate gyrus; LMol, stratum lacunosum-moleculare; Or, stratum oriens; Py, stratum pyramidale; Rad, stratum radiatum; SNC, substantia nigra pars compacta; SNR, substantia nigra pars reticulata. . 3e ), but did not extend its effect back to the patterns expressed during the pre-learning exploration (z = 0.21, P = 0.84; Fig. 3e ). This finding indicates that dopamine acts specifically on actively expressed neuronal assemblies. Determining the network-level processes underpinning the specific stabilization of some newly acquired engrams (while others fade) is critical for a comprehensive understanding of memory. Our findings demonstrate that dopaminergic activity at the time of formation of new hippocampal cell assemblies increases the subsequent off-line SWR reactivation of these assemblies. Such reactivation is thought to enable the incorporation of new memory engrams, especially those associated with novel and rewarded outcomes, into stable representations capable of informing future behavior 6, 11, 12, 18 . Accordingly, we found that dopaminergic-enhanced reactivation prevents the degradation of learned behavioral performance while concurrently strengthening the reinstatement of the newly acquired spatial representation. Thus, our results provide insights into the relationship between midbrain dopaminergic neurons, encoding salient information about an environment 9, 10, 16, 19, 20 , and hippocampal assemblies, providing representations of space [1] [2] [3] , in modulating memory according to the value of the information to be remembered.
MeThodS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. 21 . Animals were housed with their littermates until used in the procedure with free access to food and water in a dedicated housing room with a 12/12-h light/dark cycle. Surgical procedures were performed under deep anesthesia using isoflurane (0.5-2%) and oxygen (2 l min −1 ). Analgesia was also provided (buprenorphine, 0.1 mg per kg of body weight). To generate expression of ChR2 in dopamine neurons, we used a Cre-loxP approach by injecting a Cre-inducible recombinant viral vector containing ChR2-eYFP (pAAV 2 -EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP-WPRE, 2.5 × 10 12 molecules per µl, Virus Vector Core) in DAT-IRES-Cre mice at a rate of less than 0.1 µl min −1 using a glass micropipette as described previously 22 . Two additional DAT-IRES-Cre +/− animals were injected with a control viral vector coding for the eYFP only (pAAV 2 -EF1a-DIO-eYFP, 2.5 × 10 12 molecules per µl, Virus Vector Core). Viral vector injections (1 µl each) were performed to the right hemisphere or bilaterally. All crossword maze animals received a bilateral injection and implant. Each injection was delivered to the VTA using stereotaxic coordinates 3.25 mm posterior, ±0.5 mm lateral from bregma and 3.8-4 mm ventral from the brain surface. 4 weeks were allowed for virus expression before recording commenced. To test for the hippocampus dependency of the crossword maze task, PV-IRES-Cre +/+ adult male mice (n = 5; Jackson Laboratories, B6;129P2-Pvalb tm1(cre)Arbr /J, stock number 008069) were used with the same approach, but to transfect PV-expressing interneurons bilaterally in the dCA1 region with the ChR2-eYFP viral vector using stereotaxic coordinates 2.00 mm posterior, ±1.6 mm lateral from bregma and 1.2 mm ventral from the brain surface for injection. Implanted mice received eight or ten independently movable tetrodes, constructed as described previously 6, 17 , and one or two optic fibers (Doric lenses, Québec, Canada). To enable their independent movement, each tetrode was attached to a M1.4 screw and all tetrodes were assembled in a microdrive containing the optic fibers before implantation. This also ensured that the optic fiber was completely enclosed to prevent escaped light illuminating the environment. Optic fibers targeted at dCA1 were positioned 2 mm posterior and 1.6 mm lateral from bregma and lowered into the brain a distance of 0.9-1 mm. Tetrodes were typically located within 0.5 mm of the optic fiber. For simultaneous midbrain and hippocampal recordings with VTA targeted optic fiber the implant was positioned at a 40 degree angle from the antero-posterior axis on the horizontal plane and then at an angle of 10 degrees from the dorso-ventral axis. The optic fiber was positioned at 2.7 mm posterior and 1 mm lateral from bregma and lowered into the brain at the angle described a distance of 3.9-4.2 mm. All tetrodes were initially implanted slightly above the recording location of interest.
data acquisition and photostimulation. Each signal was buffered on the head of the animal using an operational amplifier in a non-inverting unity gain configuration (Axona) and transmitted over a single strand of litz wire to a dual stage amplifier and band pass filter (gain 1000, pass band 0.1 Hz to 5 kHz, Sensorium). The amplified and filtered signals along with a synchronization signal from the position tracking system and the activation signal for the laser were digitized at a rate of 20 kHz and saved to disk by a PC with 16 bit analog to digital converter cards (United Electronics Industries). To track the location of the animal three LED clusters (red, green and blue) were attached to the electrode casing above the head of the animal and captured at 25 frames per s by an overhead color camera (Sony). The camera was attached to a PC that extracted the position data in real time. Photostimulation was generated using a 473-nm diode-pumped solid-state laser (Laser 2000, Ringstead) and delivered to the brain through two lengths of optic fiber (with black plastic jackets to prevent illumination of the environment) and a rotary joint with splitter in the case of bilaterally implanted animals (Doric Lenses). The final optic fibers (on the animal end) were coupled to the implanted fiber using an M3 connector. The output intensity delivered to the implanted fiber was approximately 20 mW. Open field DAT-IRES-Cre mice received either burst-mode photostimulation (trains of 20 light pulses 10 ms in duration with pulses at 50-ms intervals and a burst train delivered every 40 s) or tonic-mode photostimulation (single light pulses 10 ms in duration delivered every 2 s). For the crossword maze experiments additional DAT-IRES-Cre mice received burst-mode photostimulation with pulse duration of 20 ms and burst trains delivered every 20 s. For experiments aimed at disrupting hippocampal network activity by local stimulation of PV-expressing interneurons, PV-IRES-Cre mice received 473-nm photostimulation applied randomly to 80% of the learning trials using trains of 10-ms pulses every 16 ms. The laser was off during the intertrial intervals. In all of these experiments, each mouse alternated between days with photostimulation OFF and days with photostimulation ON.
Post-recovery and recording. After initial recovery from implantation, and before recording commenced, each mouse was connected to the recording apparatus and familiarized (through spontaneous exploration) with the familiar open field environment or crossword maze (without barriers) as applicable. This typically lasted 1-2 h a day for at least a week. During this time, tetrodes were gradually lowered over days through the short distance remaining to reach the required brain area. All recorded mice were also familiarized with a 12-× 12-cm high-walled box containing home cage bedding which was used for rest recordings (sleep and long periods of awake immobility).
At the start of each recording day hippocampal tetrodes were lowered into stratum pyramidale and midbrain ones were moved slightly in search of action potentials. The animal was then left in the home cage for at least 1 h before recording started. All recordings were performed during day time and the random assignment of each subject to the various experimental conditions is reported in Supplementary Table 1 . At the end of each recording day, hippocampal tetrodes were raised slightly to minimize mechanical damage caused to the stratum pyramidale by tetrodes left in this layer overnight and to maximize the cell yield and number of recording days per mouse. No further recording days were performed once the number of cells decreased below the number of cells obtained in the initial days. Stratum pyramidale was located using the profile of SWR events and presence of multiunit spiking activity. Recordings were always performed in the same room under dim lighting with the recording arena surrounded by a black circular curtain. Rest recordings were approximately 30 min in duration. Investigators were aware as to which experimental conditions each subject had to be exposed to (for example, familiar versus novel, photostimulation OFF versus ON, exploration versus sleep). Open field recording arenas consisted of various boxes of different shapes (polygons with some curved edges surrounded by walls, approximate area generally near 0.25 m 2 ) constructed from plastic or wood (sometimes lined with brown paper). Open field exploration recording sessions were approximately 30 min in duration. To determine whether enhanced SWR reactivation following burst-mode photostimulation of dopaminergic terminals in dCA1 required activation of dopaminergic receptors, mice were injected with SCH23390, a selective and potent antagonist of D1/D5 dopaminergic receptors (Sigma, #D054, 0.1 mg per kg in 0.9% saline (wt/vol), intraperitoneal) 30 min before the exploration of a novel environment.
crossword maze. The crossword-like maze (Fig. 3a and Supplementary  Fig. 6a ) consisted of four start boxes and eight intersecting open tracks forming 14 intersections inspired by a layout used previously 23 . The width of each track was 5 cm with a 1.5-cm-high rim along the edges. The entire maze measured 95 × 95 cm excluding start boxes. The maze was painted black and suspended 5 cm above a black table. Distal cue cards were placed on the curtain surrounding the maze and some cue objects were placed on the supporting table dispersed throughout the maze. To promote allocentric spatial navigation by distal cues, the maze was randomly rotated relative to the cues at the beginning of each day. Mice performing the crossword maze task were maintained at 85% of their postoperative body weight. The recording protocol used consisted of the following ordered stages: rest, pre-learning, rest, learning, rest and probe (Fig. 3a) . During the pre-learning stage, the animal explored the maze with the start boxes closed and in the absence of barriers and rewards for approximately 20 min.
For the learning stage two start boxes and one food reward location (at the end of one of the five tracks protruding from the maze) were selected as in use for that day and the maze was configured with a new arrangement of up to seven barriers (10 cm in height) such that there was only one path from each npg start box to the reward (Supplementary Fig. 6a ). Mice were given up to 20 trials (mean = 18.7, median = 19.0, quartile range = 18.0-20.0) to learn to find the reward with the start point randomly switching between the two start boxes. The per trial reward was 4 µl of condensed milk diluted 30% in water and was placed on a plastic cap at the goal location. A similar plastic cap (without reward) was placed in each of the other four tracks protruding from the maze. A glass vial (with perforated lid) containing an aliquot of the reward yet non accessible was placed inside the two start boxes to signal the onset of the learning phase to the animal. The board was cleaned after each learning trial to discourage the use of an odor guided search strategy.
For the probe stage (conducted 1 h after learning), the maze was maintained in the same layout as the learning stage, but no reward was present. Mice were released from one of the in use start boxes and allowed to explore the maze for 3 min. Mice were released a further three times (3 min each, 12-min duration probe in total) during the probe stage in order to ensure good coverage of the maze to calculate spatial rate maps. The path length to first reaching of the reward location was used to evaluate memory performance. When combining across maze configurations, path lengths were normalized by the relevant shortest possible path (Supplementary Fig. 6a ). The number of crossword maze recording days included in this study is 12 d without photostimulation and 13 d with photostimulation for experiments involving the DAT-IRES-Cre mice; 13 d (12 probe tests) without photostimulation and 9 d with photostimulation for experiments involving the PV-IRES-Cre mice.
Spike detection and unit isolation.
The recorded signals were digitally band-pass filtered (800 Hz to 5 kHz) offline for spike detection and unit isolation. Spikes were detected using a threshold in the r.m.s. power (0.2-ms sliding window) of the filtered signal. Unit isolation was performed on the first three or four principal components calculated for each channel recorded by the tetrode in question. This was achieved by automatic overclustering (KlustaKwik, http://klusta-team. github.io/) followed by graphically based manual recombination and further isolation informed by cloud shape in principal component space, crosschannel spike waveforms, auto-correlation histograms and cross-correlation histograms 24, 25 . To analyze changes in the firing patterns of pyramidal ensembles over time and reliably monitor cell pairs across recording sessions, we needed to ensure that our sample of cells was taken from clusters with stable firing. We therefore clustered together all of the sessions recorded on a given day. Only wellisolated and stable units over the entire recording day were used for further analysis; namely, units that showed a clear refractory period in their auto-correlations and well-defined cluster boundaries across all recording sessions of the day. Units were deemed independent from each other by their distinct spike waveform, the absence of refractory period in their cross-correlations and separable principal component boundaries using a measure based on the Mahalanobis distance 24, 26 . Hippocampal pyramidal cells were identified by their auto-correlogram, firing rate and spike waveform, as previously described 24 . The total number of pyramidal cells included in this study is reported in Supplementary Table 1. detection of theta oscillations, SwR events and behavioral states. Theta oscillations and SWR events were detected off-line using digital band-pass filter methods as previously described 6, 17, 24 . First, the theta/delta power ratio was measured in 1,600-ms segments (800-ms steps between measurement windows), using Thomson's multi-taper method 24, 27, 28 . The theta-delta power ratio was used to mark periods of theta activity and individual theta oscillatory waves were identified within these periods by first applying a conservative band-pass filter (5-28 Hz) to the wideband signal. This allowed precise detection of the trough of individual waves from the filtered trace without over smoothing the signal. Next, phase alignment was performed to these minima and theta windows were demarcated spanning from peak-to-peak. Windows with a corresponding theta frequency of 5-12 Hz were used in further analysis (mean = 7.5 Hz, median = 7.7 Hz, quartile range = 6.7-8.6). These detected theta windows corresponded to periods when the animals were actively exploring the environment (Supplementary Fig. 3d) . The mean number of theta cycles per waking session used for spike binning was not different across conditions (open field experiments: 5,699.6 ± 165.5, F 3, 143 = 1.41, P = 0.24, ANOVA; crossword maze experiments = 15,038.5 ± 855.6, t 23 = 1.31, P = 0.20, t test; mean ± s.e.m.). SWR event detection was performed in rest epochs when the instantaneous speed of the animal was less than 2 cm s −1 and the theta-delta ratio was less than 2. Recorded signals were band-pass filtered (135-250 Hz), and the signal from a ripple-free reference electrode was subtracted to eliminate common-mode noise (such as muscle artifacts). Next the power (root mean square) of the processed signal was calculated for each electrode and summed across CA1 pyramidal cell layer electrodes to reduce variability. The threshold for SWR event detection was set to 7 s.d. above the background mean power. The proportion of pyramidal cells active in SWR events was calculated for recordings with at least five pyramidal cells. The SWR firing rate histograms of pyramidal cells were calculated using 20-ms bins in reference to the SWR peak (that is, peak of ripple-band power).
novelty-related change in VTA firing activity. Firing response of VTA neurons to spatial novelty was assessed by the change in firing rate and burst ratio during exploration of familiar versus novel environments in the absence of photostimulation. The burst ratio measure was calculated as the total number of burst spikes divided by the total number of single spikes. This allowed longer bursts with many spikes to have a more representative contribution to the ratio than spike doublets or triplets compared to measures that count all bursts equally irrespective of length. Bursts were classified as trains of at least two spikes with interspike intervals of less than 50 ms. This conservative intraburst spike interval threshold of 50 ms (intraburst frequency of 20 Hz) was chosen over the often used 80-ms (12.5 Hz) start with greater than 160-ms (6.25Hz) end of a burst criteria established in anesthetized rats 29, 30 to allow sufficient clearance between the burst interval threshold frequency and some of the higher mean rates (11 Hz) seen in our light-identified units from behaving mice. Note that use of a 80-ms cut-off produced similar findings. The 160-ms end of burst criteria was also not needed as it was originally included to allow for the observation that there is often a missed spike in a burst that isolates the later spikes from the first spikes of the same burst 29 , but the burst ratio measure used here takes into account all burst spikes. These measures were generated from the first 10 min of each exploration to capture best the times of maximal novel experience. Cells included in this analysis had a mean firing rate of between 1 and 12 Hz in both the familiar and novel environments calculated separately. These rate boundaries were chosen to match that reported for VTA dopaminergic neurons in behaving mice 19 and the mean rates of the light-driven units we identified in separate VTA-ON recording sessions on the same days.
Reactivation. Reactivation strength was measured as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the tendencies of hippocampal pyramidal cell pairs to fire together (co-fire) across theta cycles during exploration (theta co-firing) with their tendency to co-fire in SWR events during rest (SWR co-firing) 6, 17 . To measure theta co-firing during exploration, we first established for each pyramidal cell its instantaneous firing rate counts (IFRC) in windows spanning from peakto-peak of detected theta cycles and then we calculated the correlation coefficient between the IFRCs for each cell pair. Likewise, SWR co-firing values were calculated as the correlation coefficients between IFRCs of pyramidal cell pairs taken from 100-ms windows centered on the peak power of SWR events. The reactivation strength was then calculated as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the theta bin co-firing values and the SWR bin co-firing values. Detected theta windows corresponded to periods of active exploration and SWR events were restricted to times of behavioral immobility. Only simultaneously recorded cells were paired. The total number of pyramidal cell pairs for each condition is reported in Supplementary Table 1. Spatial rate maps. The horizontal plane of the recording arena was divided into bins of approximately 2 × 2 cm to generate spike count maps (number of spikes fired in each bin) for each unit and an occupancy map (time spent by the animal in each bin). All maps were then smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian kernel having s.d. equal to one bin width. Finally, spatial rate maps were generated by normalizing (dividing) the smoothed spike count maps by the smoothed occupancy map.
Population map similarity. The population map similarity measure as applied previously 6, 17 compares all the place maps from two different time periods in a pairwise fashion in the same manner as the co-firing analysis does for cell firing patterns across LFP events by performing binning over space rather than time. It represents the degree to which cells which fired in similar regions of space (that is, overlapping place fields) still fire in similar regions of space later. It is calculated npg
